Sports and Fitness Nutrition Foods and Drinks - Global Strategic Business Report

Description:
This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Sports and Fitness Nutrition Foods and Drinks in US$ Thousands by the following Segments: Sports/Energy Foods, and Sports/Energy Drinks.

The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, and Rest of World. Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2014 through 2020. Also, a seven-year historic analysis is provided for these markets.

Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research. Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs.

The report profiles 219 companies including many key and niche players such as:

- Abbott Laboratories Inc.
- Clif Bar & Company
- Coca-Cola Co.
- Dr Pepper Snapple Group, Inc.
- Glanbia Plc
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Sports/Energy Foods and Sports/Energy Drinks Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 98: Russian 14-Year Perspective for Sports and Fitness Nutrition Foods & Drinks by Product Segment

4g. REST OF EUROPE
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Focus on Select Regions
Austria
Belgium
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
Ireland
The Netherlands
Sweden
Turkey
Ukraine
Product Introductions
Strategic Corporate Development
Key Players
B. Market Analytics
Table 99: Rest of Europe Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Sports and Fitness Nutrition Foods & Drinks by Product Segment
Sports/Energy Foods and Sports/Energy Drinks Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 100: Rest of Europe Historic Review for Sports and Fitness Nutrition Foods & Drinks by Product Segment
Sports/Energy Foods and Sports/Energy Drinks Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 101: Rest of Europe 14-Year Perspective for Sports and Fitness Nutrition Foods & Drinks by Product Segment

5. ASIA-PACIFIC
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Asia-Pacific Sports Nutrition Market Prospects and Challenges
Focus on Select Regional Markets
Australia
Table 102: Australian Sports Nutrition Market (2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Revenues by Type Protein & Non-Protein (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 103: Australian Market for Sports Nutrition Products by Leading Company (2012): Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Amino Active, Glanbia, Naturalac Nutrition, Nestle, Probiotech, Vitaco Health and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 104: Australian Energy Drinks Market by Leading Company (2012): Percentage Share Breakdown of Volume Sales through Supermarket Channel for Coca-Cola, Frucor, Red Bull, Schweppes and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Sports Gel Market
Table 105: Nutritional Composition of Sports Gels Available in Australia
FSANZ Imposes Regulations on Energy Drink Manufacturers
China
Table 106: Chinese Market for Soft Drinks by Category (2014): Percentage Value Breakdown of Sales for Asian Specialty Drinks, Bottled Water, Carbonated Drinks, Juice, RTD Tea, and Sports and Energy Drinks (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Hong Kong
India
Sports Nutrition Products Market: An Insight
Table 107: Indian Sports Nutrition Market by Leading Company (2013): Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Guardian Lifecare, Glanbia, Paradise Nutrition, Plethico Pharma and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Sports Drink Manufacturers Leverage Favorable Market Climate

Energy Drinks: A Nascent Segment

Table 108: Leading Energy Drink Brands in India (2013): Percentage Market Share Breakdown for Burn, Cloud 9, Power Horse, Red Bull, Tzinga, XXX and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Gym Trainers Instrumental in Popularizing Sports / Fitness Food & Drinks

Food Safety and Standards Authority of India to Standardize Energy Drinks

Maharashtra FDA Confiscates Red Bull Cans

Demand for Nutrition Snack Bars on the Rise

Indonesia

Table 109: Indonesian Market for Energy Drinks by Leading Company (2013): Percentage Share Breakdown for PT Asia Health Energi Beverages, PT Bintang Toedjoe (KLBF), PT M-150 Indonesia, PT Sido Muncul, PT Tempo Scan Pacific (TSPC) and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Pocari Sweat Leads Expansion in Indonesia

Malaysia

New Zealand


Philippines

Table 111: Leading Players in the Philippines Market for Energy Drinks (2013): Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for ABI, PepsiCo and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

South Korea

Table 112: Sports Nutrition Products Market in South Korea (2014): Percentage Breakdown of Retail Dollar Sales by Category (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

KCA Probes Energy Drinks

Government Ban Sales of Energy Drinks in Schools

Taiwan

Thailand

Table 113: Sport and Energy Drinks Market in Thailand: Breakdown of Volume Consumption (in Million Liters) for years 2008 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 114: Leading Energy Drink Brands in Thailand (2013): Percentage Share Breakdown for Carabao Dang, M-150, Magnum, Red Bull, Shark, Wranger and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Vietnam

Product Introductions

Strategic Corporate Development

Key Players

B. Market Analytics

Table 115: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Sports and Fitness Nutrition Foods & Drinks by Product Segment

Sports/Energy Foods and Sports/Energy Drinks Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 116: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Sports and Fitness Nutrition Foods & Drinks by Product Segment

Sports/Energy Foods and Sports/Energy Drinks Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 117: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Sports and Fitness Nutrition Foods & Drinks by Product Segment


6. LATIN AMERICA

A. Market Analysis

Current and Future Analysis

Latin American Market to Emerge as a Hotspot for Sports and Energy Drinks

An Overview of Select Regional Markets

Brazil

Table 118: Brazilian Sports Nutrition Market (2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Revenues by Type of Nutrition

Protein & Non-Protein (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 119: Brazilian Sports Nutrition Market by Leading Company (2013): Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales
Sales for Cardus Comercio, Integralmedica SA, Nutrilatina Laboratorios, Performance trading, Probiotica Laboratorios, Rainha Laboratorio and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Mexico
Table 120: Mexican Sports Nutrition Market (2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Revenue by Type of Nutrition
Protein & Non-Protein (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Will New Regulations Impede Sales of Energy Drinks?
PepsiCo Dominates Sports and Energy Drinks Market
Table 121: Leading Players in the Mexican Sports & Energy Drinks Market (2013): Percentage Volume Breakdown by Company/Brand (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Argentina
Product Launch
Corporate Development
B. Market Analytics
Table 122: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Sports and Fitness Nutrition Foods & Drinks by Product Segment
Sports/ Energy Foods and Sports/ Energy Drinks Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 123: Latin American Historic Review for Sports and Fitness Nutrition Foods & Drinks by Product Segment
Sports/Energy Foods and Sports/Energy Drinks Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 124: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Sports and Fitness Nutrition Foods & Drinks by Product Segment

7. REST OF WORLD
A. Market Analysis
Current and Future Analysis
Focus on Select African Markets
South Africa
Table 125: Percentage Breakdown of Sports Drink Users and Non-Users in South Africa by Age Group for 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 126: Percentage Breakdown of Number of Sports Drink Users in South Africa for 2014 by User Type (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 127: Leading Energy/Sports Drink Brands in South Africa (2012): Percentage Share Breakdown of Volume Sales for Energade, Lucozade, Powerade, Red Bull, USN and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Labeling Regulations
Nigeria
Table 128: Leading Energy/Sports Drink Brands in Nigeria (2012): Percentage Share Breakdown of Volume Sales for Energade, Lucozade, Power Horse, Red Bull and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Kenya: Leading Brands
Table 129: Leading Energy/Sports Drink Brands in Kenya (2012): Percentage Share Breakdown of Volume Sales for Aquamist, Keringet, Lucozade, Pulse, Red Bull and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Focus on Select Middle East Countries
Dubai: Authorities Issue Regulations against Sales of Energy Drinks
Iran: Sports and Energy Drinks Market Register Decline
Saudi Arabia: Young Consumers to Fuel Growth
Kuwait: Ban on Sale of Energy Drinks
United Arab Emirates: Market on Growth Curve
ESMA Bans Sales of Energy Drinks in UAE
Israel: Sports and Energy Drinks Register Significant Growth
Online Sales of Sports Nutrition Products Exhibit Upward Trend
Product Introduction
B. Market Analytics
Table 130: Rest of World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Sports and Fitness Nutrition Foods & Drinks by Product Segment
Sports/Energy Foods and Sports/ Energy Drinks Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 131: Rest of World Historic Review for Sports and Fitness Nutrition Foods & Drinks by Product Segment
Sports/Energy Foods and Sports/Energy Drinks Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2007 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 132: Rest of World 14-Year Perspective for Sports and Fitness Nutrition Foods & Drinks by Product Segment


IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Total Companies Profiled: 219 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries 237)

The United States (130)
Canada (6)
Japan (5)
Europe (52)
- France (7)
- Germany (2)
- The United Kingdom (32)
- Rest of Europe (11)
Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (33)
Latin America (6)
Africa (5)
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